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FACTS
COLOUR/SURFACE
White matt lacquer
Grey25 matt lacquer
Black matt lacquer
Hand-blown opal glass, white matt lacquer

MATERIAL
White, Grey25, Black: Drawn steel and die-cast zinc alloy
Opal: Hand-blown opal glass and die-cast zinc alloy

LIGHT SOURCE
E27 max 46W

ENERGY LABEL
A++, A+, A, B, C, D

Caravaggio Read is yet another addition to designer Cecilie Manz’ iconic 
Caravaggio series. Based on the wall lamp’s adjustable shade, she has created 
a whole new universe of Caravaggio lamps with functional, directional light. 

The common denominator for Caravaggio Read is the classic shade installed 
on a fl exible tube that makes it possible to tilt the shade and thereby direct the 
light. The lamps can rotate 260 degrees around its own axis thus giving the user 
an extraordinary degree of fl exibility. The lamps are also fi tted with a 3-step 
touch control dimmer on the stand for adjustment of light intensity. The small 
diameter of the base means that it is easy to position the lamp. In this way, the 
table lamp may stand in the window frame or on a shelf, whereas the fl oor lamp 
can be pulled all the way to the sofa and provide you with light exactly where 
you need it. The fl oor lamp is fairly low to ensure that the light is more intimate. 

Caravaggio Read is available in white, light grey, black matt lacquering and
hand-blown semi-transparent glass. The metal shade gives a soft and targeted 
light, while the opal shade sends out a warm and diffused light.

DIMMABLE IN 3 LEVELS

The Caravaggio Read family also includes Caravaggio Read wall.
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